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INTRODUCTION 
 

Hi Folks, 
 
This week we have one Final Review. Turf Wars has been passed by Gordon. We 
also have a new Review – Football Power Betting 
 
In the Current Reviews section of this newsletter, the LayTheOdds reviews are in dark 
violet to help differentiate them from the BettingSystemTruths reviews that are in blue. 
 
The results, league table and profitability graph include Monday evening reports, 
making the newsletter as up to date as possible when you receive the newsletter on 
the Wednesday morning. 
 
Unfortunately our best performing reviews, Bonus Bagging and Sprint Lay Experts 
have not reported anything this week. RebelBetting and the ABSX Method are making 
steady progress. 
 
We’d like to hear from you, please contact me by e-mail via the Bloggers Corner at 
rich@bettingsystemtruths.com  

 

mailto:rich@bettingsystemtruths.com
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The waiting is over. The Betting System Giveaway is HERE! 

If you've been following my LayTheOdds emails then you'll know today is the 
day. The biggest betting giveaway ever has gone live right now;  

http://ltogiveaway.com/?ap_id=28 

For Exclusive Access To The Biggest Betting System Giveaway Ever! As you 
know betting is hard and it can be a long lonely road. So as a way of giving 
something back to this great community 20 of the top guru's and betting system 
developers are joining together to give you something for nothing!!  

You can get the details and access the goodies here;  

http://ltogiveaway.com/?ap_id=28 

For Exclusive Access To The Biggest Betting System Giveaway Ever! 

There are a couple of things you should know ... Full disclosure here You only  
have 3 days to claim all the goodies. 

So if you want them then you need to act now. 

Enjoy 

 

RVO  
LayTheOdds.com  

http://ltogiveaway.com/?ap_id=28 

For Exclusive Access To The Biggest Betting System Giveaway Ever! 
 

Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter  

http://clicks.aweber.com/y/ct/?l=GkHHU&m=JEK2vJhw6xZ62H&b=0S295cMJsr3ZJSNYgm2c_g
http://clicks.aweber.com/y/ct/?l=GkHHU&m=JEK2vJhw6xZ62H&b=0S295cMJsr3ZJSNYgm2c_g
http://clicks.aweber.com/y/ct/?l=GkHHU&m=JEK2vJhw6xZ62H&b=0S295cMJsr3ZJSNYgm2c_g
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New Reviews 

Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter  

Football Power Betting  - Introduction 

08th august 2011 

Sergeant Lucian - 
Introduces Football Power Betting 

Hi Bloggers, May I introduce you to Football Power Betting software, which is a bet 
structuring program suite.  Its purpose is to aid to achieve long term profit on football 
betting. 

“Football Power Betting is NOT a forecasting system, it is NOT a tipping service.” 

The Football Power Betting software three areas are: 

1. Perms – Structurating bets on multiple. 

2. Correct Score – Structurating bets on correct score 

3. Covered – Structurating bets to cover 1×2 bets with correct score. 

The software give two options for betting math: 

1.Profit Target Bets – Calculate “structured bets” to provide the Profits you are looking for. 

2. Set your own Total Stake Level 

Profit Target Diversification will help to lower Total Stake required and generate bets 
capable of covering losing bets without breaking the bank. The other facilities of the 
program are: Save Bets and Notes, print bets for record keeping or to take down to 
a local bookie. 

The software works with European odds. Price for this software tool is 49 pounds. 

About the review – it will be a 12 weeks review and the tool will be used at 
midweeks and at weekends football matches. 

The review will cover all three tactics and will be test it with my selections from top 
leagues. I’ll use 3 banks of 1000 point each and 50 point risk bets on every area. 

Regards, Sgt Lucian 

[Click here to see Football Power Betting.....] 

Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter  

http://irec.ommend.com/1000pointsayear.com/
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/Football_Power_Betting
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Final Reviews 

Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter  

Turf Wars – Final Review Summary 

7th August 2011 

 

Admin Gordon – 
Reviews Turf 
Wars 

PASSED and APPROVED 

Rating:  

Hello everyone, 

The review of Turf Wars has come to an end, and now it is time to share my thoughts 
and experiences with you, as well as the actual results. 

So, what is Turf Wars? 

Well, Turf Wars is a selection service, brought to us by Lisa Powell, and marketed by 
Betfan. 

Lisa provides selections almost every day, and although the Turf Wars service 
covers primarily Football, as the title suggests, Lisa will also put up selections for an 
array of different sports, for example, horse racing, snooker, golf, darts, F1 racing and 
Tennis,  to name a few. Some of these can be anti-post bets. 

Lisa will normally send her Turf Wars selections via email the previous evening, but to 
follow her in every selection she gives, you will need to be able to check your inbox 
during the day, as additional selections can be received. The tendency to do this did 
drop off towards the end of the review however. 

With each of her selections Lisa gives a full explanation of her thinking behind the bet. 

She always advises the stake for all her bets, ranging from a max of 10pts. Lisa will 
also often advise multiple bets, again all is explained and stakes advised. She will 
often also recommend the bookmaker who is offering the odds she quotes. 

So, how did the review actually go? 

The review of Turf Wars lasted for a total of 98 days, it exceeded the normal 84 days, 
a) because I was on holiday and would not have time to compile the final summary, 
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and b) I chose day 98 as it was the last day of July. No bet days are extremely rare 
with Turf Wars, I don’t think there were more than 2. 

When the dust had settled, we were left showing a decent profit of 126.23 pts for the 
duration of the review, and with a total stakes figure of 2099.50 pts for the 98 days a 
ROI of 6%  So Turf Wars has to be a pass based on that performance. 

The average stakes were 21.6 pts per day.  Now, when the review started the 
recommended bank, which we used, was 100pts, a bit scary when you are staking on 
average over 21% of the starting bank each day. The recommended bank was 
increased to 150pts during the review, but even that may not be enough for comfort. 

This service is certainly not for the faint hearted, but if you can stay the distance you 
are in for some real excitement! During the course of the review, we saw daily profit 
returns of, for example, 49pts, 56pts, 63pts, 40pts, 89pts, 59pts, 64pts, 30pts, 30pts, 
83pts, 33pts, 20pts,and 36pts, these are just some of the highlights. 

On the minus side, you will encounter many losing days as well, it happens, and you 
can lose anything up to 30pts on a bad day, hence the caution regards the size of the 
recommended betting bank. 

It has to said unfortunately, that the review was definitely a game of two halves! The 
review started on the 25th of April, and fairly soon we hit a rich vein of form! By the 
end of May we were some 286pts in profit! 

Unfortunately June saw us take a loss of some 88pts, and July was also a bad month 
with another 72pts finding its way back into the bookmakers coffers. This means that 
anyone who joined at the start of June would most likely have lost their initial starting 
bank of 150pts by the end of July. 

I have to perfectly honest and say that is likely that many subscribers who have lived 
through the poor months of June and July must be wondering what on earth they have 
done! 

Had it not been for this volatility in the profit/loss department, I would have rated Turf 
Wars even more highly! 

Let’s look at the performance in a bit more detail, and see if there are any ways of 
improving the return. 

For example, Lisa, like many of us, appears to have a love for the horses. She is 
plugged into at least one source of information. By my calculations, the horse racing 
selections during this review lost in excess of 124pts, so we could have been looking 
at nearly doubling the final profit to over 250pts by ignoring the horse racing 
selections. To be fair to Lisa, I think she may have already realized this, as horse 
selections were practically nonexistent towards the end of the review. 

Another area I have my doubts about are multiple bets. I won’t do the maths, but my 
gut instinct is that the multiple bets will show an overall loss as well maybe. I fully 
appreciate that when backing very short prices, multiple bets is an excellent way of 
trying to boost returns, and Lisa has had some spectacular successes, but I just feel 
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that overall they will have lost money, especially in the second half of the review, when 
the selections were performing far less predictably. 

Another observation, which is very easy to make, is that things went South as soon as 
the Domestic Football season ended, and Lisa was having to scour the world to find 
Football to bet on. One couldn’t help thinking that sometimes the games we were 
betting on, in Singapore for example, were not much better than Sunday League 
games. 

As a matter of interest I also recorded a level stakes profit of 46pts for the period of 
the review. I must make it clear however, that my level stakes were selective, and I 
ignored the Lucky 15 bets completely. The only multiple I would record for level stakes 
purposes, apart from doubles and trebles, were Patents and Trixies. 

So, in conclusion. 

Starting bank    100pts 

Finishing bank  226.23pts 

Review profit     126.23pts 

Total stakes      2099.50pts 

ROI                    6.0% 

Level stakes profit  46.01pts 

I was impressed with Lisa herself, she obviously works hard to bring the selections to 
her members. She is also very helpful and approachable. She is also well supported 
by Betfan, who provide full selections and results on their website. 

I have spoken to Lisa, and she assures me that she has made a very good living for 5 
years now from her selections. As I mentioned earlier in this summary, there are 
definite indications that performance may be better during the domestic season, and 
with that in mind the good news is we are going to put that theory to the test! 

Turf Wars is to undergo another review, over on our sister site www.laytheodds.com 
 and should hopefully start to coincide with the kick-off of the Premier League! 

I have thoroughly enjoyed this review, there was hardly ever a dull moment! 

If you would enjoy the “rush” that the very good days can bring, and can take the long 
term view which will allow you to deal with the bad days, which all systems and 
services have, then Turf Wars may be for you. 

Take a look at it here, and grab a free 5 day trial. 

[Click here to see Turf Wars] 

Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter  

http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/review/Turf_Wars
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Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter  

Betfair, Truths, Lies and Statistics 

Most of us use Betfair one way or another in our betting, but how well do we 
understand the mechanisms involved? How accurate are Betfair prices? How can we 
profit? Can we profit? 

The web has a lot of advice about and research into the Betfair prices and the general 
consensus is that Betfair is the most accurate assessment of the probability of an 
outcome. Briefly, the odds are a measure of the entrant’s chances. If a horse is 
offered at 2.0 this means that, on average, the horse is expected to win 50% of the 
times that this particular race is run. Of course the race is only run once and the horse 
may or may not win that race. But the idea of probability is that over a period of time, 
horses at 2.0 will win 50% of their races. The larger the number of races, the closer 
the actual results will get to this 50% mark. In the mathematical subject of Statistics, 
this is known as the “Law of Averages”, or more accurately as the “Law of Large 
Numbers”. 

In case you don’t know, you can quickly convert any decimal price to a probability 
percentage. The formula is 100/odds. So 2.0 is 50% probability; 3.0 is 33% probability; 
4.0 is 25% probability; 1.5 is 66%.; and so on. 

So a horse at 1.50 will, on average, win 2 races out of every 3. Does this help us 
make a profit? Well no, not really! All this means, is that over time we will break even 
by winning and losing the predicted number of times. Then we have the Betfair 
commission of 5% on all winning bets. So actually, on average, we will lose money. 
The 5% commission on winning horses at 2.0 means that for every £100 we place on 
horses at 2.0 on Betfair, we, on average, lose £50 on the losers and make £47.50 
profit on every winner. Making a net average loss of £2.50 on every £100 placed. 

For a 66% chance at odds of 1.5, on average, we lose £33.33 on the losers out of 
£100 invested and make £66.67 minus 5% = £63.34 on the winners, making a net loss 
on average of  £3.33 for every £100 placed. 

We still won’t make a profit on longer priced horses. Take one at odds of 4.0 which 
has a 25% chance of winning. For every £100 placed we lose £75 on the losers and 
make £25 -5% = £23.75 on the winners. Making a net average loss of £1.25 on every 
£100 placed. 

Laying, instead of Backing, is just as unprofitable. The figures are just reversed.  

Of course, if you bet regularly on Betfair, the 5% commission gets reduced. I usually 
get between 4.5% and 4.7% commission, but all that does is slightly reduce the above 
losses! 

Ah, but you don’t pay commission with the Bookies! But unfortunately they lower the 
prices on their markets to give themselves a profit margin. So a 50/50 chance on 
Betfair will be offered at the bookies at less than evens. No profit for the punter to be 
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made there, if on average the horse will only win 50% of the time! You will simply be 
putting your money into the Bookmakers satchels, over a period of time!  

The Law of Averages 

How does the above tie in with our actual experience with various betting systems and 
tips, as reviewed on BST? 

Surely we have “winning streaks”? Yes we do, and just as surely we have “losing 
streaks”. If we flip a coin, we do not get a nice neat sequence of Heads and Tails 
alternating 50/50. We are likely to get a sequence like: 

HHTTTTHHHHTHTHHHHHTHTTTTHTTT 

That’s a sequence of 14 Heads and 14 Tails making an average of 50/50 but in that 
sequence we got a sequence of 5 Heads and two sequences of 4 Tails. This is like 
our winning streaks and losing streaks. 

Did you see the Derren Brown TV programme, a while ago, where he flipped a coin 
predicting he would get ten heads in a row? The flips were filmed consecutively 
without a break, and sure enough he got ten Heads in a row! 

Then he showed how he did it. He was filmed for hours without breaks. He flipped the 
coin over and over until he finally, triumphantly got the ten heads in a row. All the 
original programme showed us was that ten Heads sequence and not all the other 
hours of random results. 

We can be just as easily beguiled by winning streaks when we test out our betting 
system ideas. We get a winning streak of 75% success to 25% failure and think we 
have a sure-fire winning system. Then we “go live” with the system and lose money! 

This can happen with successful reviews on BST. I experienced this with my Review 
of “Soccer Overs” where it consistently made a profit during my 84 day review. 
Coincidently, a review of the tips started on LTO towards the end of my Review and it 
consistently made a loss during that second review. 

Now I know the author of those tips makes a genuine attempt to find “value” in the 
odds offered on soccer. “Value” is where the odds offered are longer than the 
perceived real probability. So a 50/50 chance is being offered at 2.3 instead of 2.0, for 
example. On average you would make a profit on such “value” chances. 

All tips and systems are attempts to find such “value” bets. What we try to do with our 
long BST reviews is attempt to see how these tips average out over a period of time. 

The Law of Large numbers states that the larger the sample size, the closer the 
average result gets to the true probability. That’s what went wrong with our 75/25 
system above. Our sample size wasn’t big enough. As soon as we “went live” with our 
system, the sample size increased and the results averaged out to the true figure. 
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The Flaw 

Here is the hardest part for punters like ourselves to get our heads around. Each toss 
of the coin or each horse race is independent of previous tosses or races. 

Because we know that things “average out” over time, we fall into the trap of expecting 
a sequence of results to reverse. If Derren Brown throws ten Heads in succession, we 
believe that a Tail “is due”, because on average, it should trend towards 50/50. So we 
lump our bets on a Tail coming up next. But the chance of the next throw being a Tail 
is still 50/50 – it hasn’t altered because of ten consecutive Heads. The next throw is an 
independent event. 

Similarly, if four evens chances have lost their races today, it would be incorrect to 
expect the next horse at 2.0 is more likely to win. The horse doesn’t know the last four 
lost! LOL! And the jockey (hopefully) is concentrating on getting his horse to win, 
irrespective of the last four losing favourites. The result of this race is NOT influenced 
by the last four results. 

Many staking plans rely on result runs to reverse, because the results WILL even out 
over time. Conversely, some staking plans expect winning streaks to continue. So the 
stakes are increased to take advantage of “winning streaks” – both these are logically 
incorrect. 

Increasing stakes or decreasing them, dependent on things averaging out or on “runs” 
is guaranteed to fail because, over time, there will be exactly the length and frequency 
of winning and losing runs as the probability of the outcome suggests. If the probability 
of an outcome is 50% or 0.5, the probability of two outcomes being the same is 
0.5x0.5=0.25 or 25% so you could be misled into thinking the second race only has a 
25% chance of being the same outcome as the first. But it hasn’t. It still has a 50/50 
chance, as it is independent of the first outcome. 

Mathematically you can take the probability of success/failure, from this predict the 
likelihood of various lengths of losing and winning runs and from this work out a loss 
recovery or profit maximization strategy and alter your stakes accordingly. But it is the 
route to the poor house to expect any one particular race to be influenced by the 
previous races. 

Similarly, people’s expectations of winning the lottery are determined by their previous 
failure or success. You won £10 last week, so think you are on a “winning streak” and 
increase your stakes this week. Or you haven’t won the jackpot in the last ten years so 
think you are “due” a winner. No you are not! Your chances of winning the jackpot this 
week are exactly the same as they were the first week, ten years ago. 

However let’s increase the sample size. You individually have one chance in 30 million 
(or whatever the actual odds are) of winning the jackpot. Let’s say 10 million different 
lottery lines are bet on each week. Now our sample size has become huge. We have 
gone from a sample of one to a sample of 10 million. Assuming the jackpot odds are 1 
in 30 million, the odds, on average, of the jackpot being won by one of the 10 million 
lines is 1 in 3 or 33%. Therefore, on average, the jackpot is won once in every three 
weeks by someone. But the chances that “it could be you” are still one in 30 million. 
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Also if the jackpot is not won one week, the odds on the “rollover” jackpot being won 
next week have not altered, a jackpot win is not “due”. Similarly, on week three. The 
chance is still one in three of one line winning. Of course due to promotion, more 
people pay for more lines on rollover weeks, so the sample size may increase from 10 
million to 13 million. So the chance of the jackpot being won that week has increased, 
but YOUR chance of any one of your lines winning is still one in 30 million. Your only 
hope is to buy 30 million lines! Or whatever the number of possible combinations is. 
Then you would be guaranteed to win the jackpot for a £30 million pound investment! 

This is the Law of large numbers. Probability is always constant. Your chances are 
always the same. Make enough bets and you will achieve the average results, but any 
one bet always has the same chance as any previous, or future, bet. 

Here’s another brain-twister for you to ponder over this week – I won’t explain it, but it 
is the opposite of what you might think. Despite the “law of averages”, the larger the 
sample size, the greater the possibility of wildly unusual sequences of outcomes. For 
example if 10 million lottery tickets are sold, it is more likely that the same person wins 
the jackpot two weeks in a row than it would be if only two lottery tickets are sold per 
week ….. 

Unfortunately this also means that the longer you run a betting system, the more likely 
it becomes that eventually you will hit a disastrous sequence of losers! You have to be 
aware of this and plan for this to eventually happen, no matter how “successful” your 
system is right now. 

Probably Accurate? 

So are the Betfair prices an accurate assessment of the chances, as the consensus 
states? If they are, we can’t make a profit on Betfair. Or can we? 

Next week I will pursue this and see if we can answer these questions. 

Rich 
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Current Reviews 

Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter  

This section gives a quick insight how each review is performing. The data in Blue is from 
BettingSystemTruths.com. The data in Dark Violet is from LayTheOdds.com  

Systems: These are a set of rules that are used to make selection criteria. These rules are 
hard and fast without room for interpretation or discretion.  

Methods or Strategies: These services are based upon loose rules or advices that are 
applied, with skill, by the user of the service.  

Tips: You receive tips from the service provider of back or lay bets and you back the tips to 
the recommended stakes or to level stakes.  

ABSX System X-IV Reviewer Sgt Tommy Backing Method/Strategy 

A good week 

Up to day 36 This Week Cumulative 

 
P/L 100 point Start Bank P/L 

All Selections 17.27 158.11 58.11 

Tommy's Method 5.79 131.24 31.24 

    
See the ABSX System X-IV Review pages here…  

See the ABSX System X-IV Sales pages here…  

    

    

Assured Soccer Profits Reviewer Insp. Karl Trading Strategy/Method 

Review suspended until the start of the new football season 

Up to week 1 This Week Cumulative 

 
P/L 300 Start Bank P/L 

 
0.00 304.00 4.00 

    
See the Assured Soccer Profits Review pages here…  

See the Assured Soccer profits Sales pages here…  

    

    

Betfair Success Formula Reviewer Sgt Rich Laying Method/Strategy 

Review suspended until the start of the new football season 

Up to day 63 This Week Cumulative 

 
P/L 100 point Start Bank P/L 

 
0.00 159.64 59.64 

    
See the Betfair Success Formula Review pages here…  

See the Betfair Success Formula Sales pages here…  

http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/tag/absx-system-x-iv/
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/ABSX_System_X
http://laytheodds.com/tag/assured-soccer-profits/
http://laytheodds.com/Assured_Soccer_profits
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/tag/betfair-success-formula/
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/review/Betfair_Success_Formula/
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Betting Pro Trades Reviewer Insp. Stuart Trading Tips 

Nothing reported this week 

Up to day 7 This Week Cumulative 

 
P/L £2,000 Start Bank P/L 

 
0.00 1,925.75 -74.25 

    
See the Betting Pro Trades Review pages here…  

See the Betting Pro Trades Sales pages here…  

    

    

Betting Profits Reviewer Sgt Rich Backing System 

Review suspended until the start of the new football season 

Up to day 57 This Week Cumulative 

 
P/L 1000 point Start Bank P/L 

Soccer System 0.00 1,446.62 446.62 

    
See the Betting Profits Review pages here…  

See the Betting Profits Sales pages here…  

    

    

Bonus Bagging Reviewer Insp. Magnifique Free Bet Alerts 

Nothing reported this week 

Up to week 6 This Week Cumulative 

 
P/L £250 Start Bank P/L 

 
0.00 543.20 293.20 

    
See the Bonus Baging Review pages here…  

See the Bonus Bagging Sales pages here…  

    

    

http://laytheodds.com/tag/Betting-Pro-Trades/
http://laytheodds.com/Betting_Pro_Trades
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/tag/betting-profit/
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/review/Betting_Profits/
http://laytheodds.com/tag/bonus-bagging/
http://laytheodds.com/reviews/Bonus_Bagging/
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Expected Winners Reviewer Insp. John Back & Lay Tipping Service 

Nothing reported this week 

Up to day 27 This Week Cumulative 

 
P/L 100 point Start Bank P/L 

Main Back Bets 0.00 56.27 -43.73 

Main Lay Bets 0.00 96.73 -3.27 

Main E/W Bets 0.00 76.63 -23.37 

Main Naps 0.00 97.27 -2.73 

Greyhound Back 0.00 80.77 -19.23 

Greyhound Lay 0.00 175.85 75.85 

Additional Bets 0.00 113.59 13.59 

Totals 0.00 697.11 -2.89 

    
See the Expected Winners Review pages here…  

See the expected Winners Sales pages here…  

    

    

Full Time Betting Income Reviewer Sgt Tony Laying System 

Nothing reported this week 

Up to Day 61 This Week Cumulative 

 
P/L 200 point Start Bank P/L 

 
0.00 154.66 -45.34 

    
See the Full Time Betting Income Review pages here…  

See the Full Time Betting Income pages here…  

    

    

Laying Summer Profits Reviewer Sgt Tony Laying System 

Nothing reported this week 

Up to day 58 This Week Cumulative 

 
P/L £2000 Start Bank P/L 

 
0.00 914.00 -1,086.00 

    
See the Laying Summer Profits Review pages here…  

See the Laying Summer Profits Sales pages here…  

    

    

http://laytheodds.com/tag/expected-winners/
http://laytheodds.com/Expected_Winners
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/tag/full-time-betting-income/
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/Full_Time_Betting_Income
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/tag/laying-summer-profits/
http://bettingsystemtruths.com/review/Laying_Summer_Profits/
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Magic Racing Bot Reviewer Insp. Lucien Automated Bot Laying Service 

A bad week 

Up to day 28 This Week Cumulative 

 
P/L 75 point Start Bank P/L 

 
-25.12 88.77 13.77 

    
See the Magic Racing Bot Review pages here… 

See the Magic Racing Bot Sales pages here…  

    

    

Major League Profits Reviewer Insp. Lucien Backing Tips Service 

 
Up to week 8 This Week Cumulative 

 
P/L 20 point Start Bank P/L 

 
-4.41 28.59 8.59 

    
See the Major League Profits Review pages here…  

See the Major League Profits Sales pages here… 

    

    

Pro Betfair Trading Reviewer Insp. Rich Trading Strategy/Method 

This promised so much, but so far has been disappointing! 

Up to day 41 This Week Cumulative 

 
P/L 500 points Start Bank P/L 

 
-11.03 506.45 6.45 

    
See the Pro Betfair Trading Review pages here…  

See the Pro Betfair Trading Sales pages here…  

    

    

Profitable Lays Reviewer Insp. DJ Laying System 

 
Up to day 27 This Week Cumulative 

 
P/L 100 points Start Bank P/L 

 
-4.25 88.88 -11.12 

    
See the Profitable Lays Review pages here…  

See the Profitable Lays Sales pages here…  

    

    

http://laytheodds.com/tag/magic-racing-bot/
http://laytheodds.com/Magic_Market_Monitor
http://laytheodds.com/tag/major-league-profits/
http://www.ozmediauk.com/idevaffiliate/idevaffiliate.php?id=2104_23
http://laytheodds.com/tag/pro-betfair-trading/
http://laytheodds.com/reviews/Pro_Betfair_Trading/
http://laytheodds.com/tag/profitable-lays/
http://laytheodds.com/Profit_Racing
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Racing Profits Reviewer Insp. Magnifique Place Backing System 

Following up to two qualifiers per day 

Up to day 13 This Week Cumulative 

 
P/L 100 points Start Bank P/L 

 
0.00 95.00 -5.00 

    
See the Racing Profits Review pages here…  

See the Racing Profits Sales pages here…  

    

    

Rebel Betting Reviewer Sgt Rich Automated Method/Strategy 

Another good week's profit 

Up to day 29 This Week Cumulative 

 
P/L 2000 point Start Bank P/L 

 
20.45 2,577.12 577.12 

    
See the RebelBetting Review pages here…  

See the RebelBetting Sales pages here…  

    

    

Sprint Lay Expert Reviewer Sgt Tony Laying System 

Nothing reported this week 

Up to day 120 This Week Cumulative 

 
P/L £1,000 Start Bank P/L 

 
0.00 2,198.00 1,198.00 

    
See the Sprint Lay Expert Review pages here…  

See the Sprint Lay Expert Sales pages here…  

    

    

Sprinter Lays Reviewer Insp. Lee Lay Tipping Service 

 
Up to day 62 This Week Cumulative 

 
P/L 75 points Start Bank P/L 

 
7.25 78.30 3.30 

    
See the Sprinter Lays Review pages here…  

See the Sprinter Lays Sales pages here…  

    

    

http://laytheodds.com/tag/racing-profits/
http://laytheodds.com/Racing_Profits
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/tag/Rebel-Betting/
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/review/Rebel_Betting/
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/tag/sprint-lay-expert/
http://bettingsystemtruths.com/review/Sprint_Lay_Expert/
http://laytheodds.com/tag/sprinter-lays/
http://laytheodds.com/reviews/Sprinter_Lays/
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The Killer Instinct Reviewer Sgt Karl Lay Tipping Service 

A good week 

Up to day 16 This Week Cumulative 

 
P/L 300 point Start Bank P/L 

 
26.75 322.03 22.03 

    
See the Killer Instinct Review pages here…  

See the Killer Instinct Sales pages here…  

    

    

The Legacy & Saver System Reviewer Sgt Jon Two Backing Systems 

Two separate systems 

Up to day 69 This Week Cumulative 

 
P/L 100 point Start Bank P/L 

 
-1.85 100.22 0.22 

    
See the Legacy and Saver Review pages here…  

See the Legacy and Saver Sales pages here…  

    

    

The Low Lay Reviewer Sgt Rich Laying Tipping Service 

This is bound to make a net loss now by day 56 

Up to day 53 This Week Cumulative 

 
P/L 20 point Start Bank P/L 

 
-0.25 15.91 -4.09 

    
See the Low Lay Review pages here…  

See the Low Lay Sales pages here…  

    

    

Tips for Betting Reviewer Insp. Tony Tennis Tipping Service 

 
Up to day 44 This Week Cumulative 

 
P/L 100 points Start Bank P/L 

 
4.67 103.85 3.85 

    
See the Tips for Betting Review pages here…  

See The Tips for Betting Sales pages here…  

    
 

 

Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter  

http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/tag/the-killer-instinct/
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/The_Killer_Instinct
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/tag/the-legacy-and-saver-system
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/review/Legacy_And_Saver_System/
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/tag/the-low-lay/
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/The_Low_Lay
http://laytheodds.com/tag/tips-for-betting/
http://laytheodds.com/Tips_For_Betting
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League Table of Current Reviews 

Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter  

The systems under review have different starting banks, different stakes and some 
systems have variable stakes. A reasonable way of comparing the performance of 
systems is to work out the profit (or loss) as a percentage of the starting bank. 
Obviously this table doesn’t replace reading the reviews, because profit as %age of 
bank is not the only factor in judging a system. Nevertheless, I think it is a valid at-a-
glance way of bringing the mass of data together. 
 
I’ve colour coded the reviews that are the currently most successful, with the colour of 
their profitability graph to make them easier to spot. Some of the suspended reviews 
have been taken off the graph. 
 
Unfortunately the top two best performing reviews did not report anything this week. 
Two other top performers, Betfair Success Formula and Betting Profits Soccer will be 
re-starting once the major soccer form has been established. Of those reporting this 
week, ABSX is doing the best and RebelBetting continues to look promising. 
 

  
Total Profit as Position Position 

System Start Profit %age of Last This 

Reviewed Bank /Loss Bank Week Week 

Sprint Lay Expert 1000 1198.00 119.80% 1 1 

Bonus Bagging 250 293.20 117.28% 2 2 

Betfair Success Formula 100 59.64 59.64% 5 3 

ABSX All Selections 100 58.11 58.11% 8 4 

Bettting Profits Soccer 1000 446.62 44.66% 7 5 

Major League Profits 20 8.59 42.95% 4 6 

ABSX Tommy's Method 100 31.24 31.24% 10 7 

RebelBetting 2000 577.12 28.86% 9 8 

Magic Racing Bot 75 13.77 18.36% 6 9 

Sprinter Lays 75 3.30 4.40% 18 10 

Tips for Betting 100 3.85 3.85% 15 11 

Assured Soccer Profits 300 4.00 1.33% 13 12 

Pro Betfair Trading 500 6.45 1.29% 11 13 

The Legacy & Saver System 100 0.22 0.22% 12 14 

Expected Winners 700 -2.89 -0.41% 14 15 

Betting Pro Trades 2000 -74.25 -3.71% 16 16 

The Killer Instinct 300 -12.58 -4.19% 17 17 

Profitable Lays 100 -11.12 -11.12% 19 18 

The Low Lay 20 -4.09 -20.45% 20 19 

Full Time Betting Income 200 -45.34 -22.67% 21 20 

Laying Summer Profits 2000 -1086.00 -54.30% 22 21 
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Profitability Graph 

 

Here is a graph of the profit being made by the front-runners as a percentage of their 
starting bank. This gives a week by week comparative view of their progress. 
 
It gives a representation of the volatility or dependability of each system. Ideally we 
would want a graph that increased each week by roughly the same amount. If a 
system or tipping service could produce that, then we would really have a winning 
review!  
 
RebelBetting and Tommy’s ABSX Method, although at a lower level, are looking 
consistent. 
 

Profit as a %age of starting bank 
 

 

Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter  
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Bloggers Corner 
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BettingSystemTruths – Helping Tipsters as well as Subscribers! 
 

We got this comment from Harry Fox in reply to the BST “failed” review of his tipping 
service “The Betplan” 
 
 
Hi Karl 
 
I really appreciate your review of our service. 
 
You have showed professionalism and control. 
 
To be honest you have done us a real favour in pointing out our shortcomings. 
 
The BetPlan system was a money making machine up until a few Months ago and you 
put us back on track by forcing us to have a long hard look at ourselves. 
 
We were at the top and we became complacent, that’s our fault, so your help has 
been invaluable.  
 
The long journey back to being the best has begun, thank you! 
 
All the best Harry 
 
Wow! Well done Harry for your honesty (and Karl for his review). We wish you luck 
and success in your future tips. You can read the Betplan review here… 
 

 

 
Admin, Gordon has requested suggestions from readers for Systems, Strategies and 
Tipping Services they would like to see reviewed. Just send the suggestions to me, at 
my usual address, rich@bettingsystemtruths.com and I’ll pass them on to him.  

 

 
Send your contributions to the Bloggers Corner by e-mail to me:  
rich@bettingsystemtruths.com 
 
We’ve had another question this week for Gordon or for any of our readers: 

MR Racing 

Hi, 
Do you have any information on MR Racing and /or Richard Brown who seems to be 
promoting it as a recommended bookmaker who accepts LAY bets? 
 

http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/tag/the-betPlan/
mailto:rich@bettingsystemtruths.com
mailto:rich@bettingsystemtruths.com
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I have searched the web several times for information without much success and just 
yesterday for some reason unearthed a flurry of critical postings which claim that the process 
is a scam. 
 
I would be grateful for any clues or pointers. 
Thanks 
Tony 

 

 
If you have something to say, don’t forget you can become a “ranter” on our Online 
Betting Rant site. If you think you have what it takes we'd love to hear from you... 
Apply to be a Ranter here 
 
 

 
 

Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter  

LTO - [Fantasy Football Starting NOW - £100 Prize Free Entry] 

How about taking part in the Lay The Odds Fantasy Football League and get the 
chance to bag yourself a £100. It's not earth moving cash but its free and all in the 
name of a bit of fun in our thriving community. 
 
Registration: http://laytheodds.com/lay-the-odds-fantasy-football-league/ 
 
If you’re interested, registration is quick and easy and we will also have competitions 
throughout the premiership football season where you will get chances to win cash 
prizes. They won’t all be cash but, they will be highly valuable items if not. 
 
We have straight away introduced a Scorecast competition... 
Pick 1 game on a Saturday 
Predict the final score 
Predict the first goal scorer 
WIN £10 Paid by Paypal/Direct Deposit 
 
It’s simple... 
Registration: http://laytheodds.com/lay-the-odds-fantasy-football-league/ 
 
We will all be contributing to the discussion and banter in the comment thread. Once 
you have joined post your team of 11 on the comment section and share your 
reasoning with others but, be prepared to get some stick! 
 
Registration: http://laytheodds.com/lay-the-odds-fantasy-football-league/ 
 
Cheers 

 

http://www.onlinebettingrant.com/want-to-rant/
http://clicks.aweber.com/y/ct/?l=GkHHU&m=JQXF8Oh7sxZ62H&b=s7N2ff1sbLZ6ZjMTaXadkQ
http://clicks.aweber.com/y/ct/?l=GkHHU&m=JQXF8Oh7sxZ62H&b=s7N2ff1sbLZ6ZjMTaXadkQ
http://clicks.aweber.com/y/ct/?l=GkHHU&m=JQXF8Oh7sxZ62H&b=s7N2ff1sbLZ6ZjMTaXadkQ
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Next Week & Signing Off 

 

This is Rich signing off. Remember to read the full blogger’s review for anything that 
interests you at http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/, and http://laytheodds.com so 
that you can get a feel for how the service pans out on a day by day basis. Look out 
for the next BST newsletter in your e-mails on August 17th. Until then, here’s to 
successful punting. 
 
 
Regards 
Rich 

http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/
http://laytheodds.com/

